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Announcements 
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1. Project milestone report due Thursday

2. Reminder to watch your costs on Azure/AWS with storage!

3. Discussion on Training Large Language Models tomorrow (Wed, Mar 1st)
3:30-4:20 in Skilling Auditorium; see Ed

4. Invited talk this Thursday! Attendance expected for in-person students!
If SCPD or you can't come, you'll submit a reaction paragraph (see Ed)



Today: Code Generation
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1. Background: Program Synthesis

2. Program Synthesis as Pragmatic Communication

3. Program Synthesis with Language Models

4. Programs as Tools For Language Models

5. Limitations and Discussion



Program Synthesis
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A major long-standing challenge of AI: programs that 
write programs!

Program synthesizer: program that takes a specification 
and outputs a program that satisfies it

What specification?

- A logical formula

- Another equivalent program (e.g., a slower one)

- Input/output examples

- Natural language description

[Gulwani, 2010]

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/1836089.1836091


Program Synthesis from Logical Specifications
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• When does synthesis make sense?

• When it's easier to describe what the program should do rather than how it should do 
it

• Unlike natural language generation, in program synthesis we can often test if a 
program satisfies the specification

• First attempt: logical formula describing what the program does



Program Synthesis Example: Sorting
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• How would you logically specify a sorting algorithm?

• First attempt:

• Suppose the algorithm takes a list A and outputs a list B.

• Key property: B should be sorted
• For all i < length(B), B[i] <= B[i+1]

Synthesizer
def sort(A):

return [1, 2]



Program Synthesis Example: Sorting
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• How would you logically specify a sorting algorithm?

• Oops! Second attempt:

• Suppose the algorithm takes a list A and outputs a list B.

• Key property #1: B should be sorted
• For all i < length(B), B[i] <= B[i+1]

• Key property #2: B should be a permutation of A
• length(B) = length(A)

• For all B[i] there should exist some A[j] such that A[j] = B[i]

Synthesizer
def sort(A):

if len(A) <= 1: return A
return (sort([x for x in A[1:] if x <= A[0]]) + [A[0]] +

sort([x for x in A[1:] if x > A[0]])

[Gulwani, 2010]

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/1836089.1836091


Synthesis from logical specifications
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• Note that the problem is non-trivial: the specification says very little about how!

• Not just a translation problem

• But logical specifications are hard to read, hard to write, hard to check

• Often easier to just write the program?

[Gulwani, 2010]

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/1836089.1836091


Synthesis from examples
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• Another kind of specification: input/output examples.

• How do you specify sorting a list?

• Given [3, 2, 1, 0], should return [0, 1, 2, 3]

• Given [1, 4, 2], should return [1, 2, 4]

• Given [9], should return [9]

• How about: def sort(A):
if len(A) == 4: return list(range(4))
if len(A) == 3: return [1, 2, 4]
return [9]



Synthesis from examples: FlashFill
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• Perhaps the first massively deployed program synthesizer was FlashFill, in Microsoft 
Excel 2013

• Often worked with 1 or 2 examples!

Source: https://support.microsoft.com



Synthesis from examples: ambiguity
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• Examples are always ambiguous: infinite number of satisfying programs

• There's an implicit human preference: some programs are obviously undesirable

• To you, but not to a search algorithm

• What program is this?

• "Jan" -> "January"

• "Feb" -> "February"



Program Synthesis: Summary and Challenges
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• A synthesizer should take a higher-level specification of a program and generate an 
implementation

• Many implications if we make this work: lower barrier to access programming, higher 
productivity, …

• But many challenges:

• Infinite space of programs

• Enumerative search is impractical in real-world languages (e.g., Python)

• Simple specifications are ambiguous: how to capture human preferences?



Today: Code Generation
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Ambiguity in natural language
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• Human languages are extremely ambiguous, but that's typically not a problem for 
communication

• In fact, ambiguity is not a bug, it's a feature (of efficiency) [Piantadosi et al, 2012]

• Example: Winograd Schema Challenge

• "The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit because they feared 
violence.

• "The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit because they advocated 
violence."

• How do we do it?

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010027711002496


Pragmatic Reasoning
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• Human communication depends on cooperativity: we assume our conversational 
partner is trying to be as informative as possible

• We can use that in context to 
perform pragmatic reasoning

• Rational Speech Act (RSA) is
a Bayesian model of how we
choose (spearker) or interpret
(listener) an utterance
u given context c by recursively
reasoning about the other party

[Goodman & Frank, 2016]

http://langcog.stanford.edu/papers_new/goodman-2016-tics.pdf


Rational Speech Acts
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• Assume these 3 objects and the following space
of utterances: {"blue", "green", "circle", "square"}

• Given an utterance u, in RSA, a literal listener L0
would assign: PL0(o|u)∝ [[u]](o) P(o)

• A pragmatic speaker S1 that wants to refer to o chooses u reasoning about L0, 
balancing (1) how likely L0 is to infer o given u, and (2) how costly is u (e.g., length)
PS1(u | s) ∝ exp(alpha((log PL0(o | u) - Cost(u)))

• A pragmatic listener L1 interprets utterance u assuming S1 is speaking: 
PL1(o | u) = PS1(u | o) P(o)

• We could keep recursing, but the S1-L1 pair is usually enough!
[Goodman & Frank, 2016]

http://langcog.stanford.edu/papers_new/goodman-2016-tics.pdf


Rational Speech Acts
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• Assume these 3 objects and the following space
of utterances: {"blue", "green", "circle", "square"}

• Suppose your speaker says: "blue".
What object do they mean?

• Literal listener L0: puts equal probability in either blue square or blue circle

• Pragmatic listener L1: P(blue circle | blue) = 0.4, P(blue square | blue) = 0.6

• Agrees with human judgements!

[Goodman & Frank, 2016]

http://langcog.stanford.edu/papers_new/goodman-2016-tics.pdf


Program Synthesis as Pragmatic Communication
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• In program synthesis, our utterances are our specification (e.g., input/output examples)

• The synthesizer is our listener, trying
to infer what program we're
referring to

• One way to handle ambiguity is
with RSA-style reasoning!

[Pu et al, 2020]

https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2020/hash/99c83c904d0d64fbef50d919a5c66a80-Abstract.html


Program Synthesis as Pragmatic Communication
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• Assuming a finite set of specifications and of programs, we can build a meaning matrix: 
M[s][p] = 1 if program p satisfies s

• M gives a literal synthesizer; L1 is a 
pragmatic synthesizer

• Human users needed less examples
to get intended program with L1 (blue)

[Pu et al, 2020]

https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2020/hash/99c83c904d0d64fbef50d919a5c66a80-Abstract.html


Program Synthesis as Pragmatic Communication
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• Works well for finite program / specification spaces

• How to handle infinite programs? 

• Richer specifications, like natural language?

[Pu et al, 2020]

https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2020/hash/99c83c904d0d64fbef50d919a5c66a80-Abstract.html


Today: Code Generation
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Large language models can generate code
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• Language models give us P(continuation | prefix) on Internet text data

• "Stanford University is located in the state of " -> "California" "Ohio"

• "Theodore Landon Streleski (b. 1936) is an American former graduate student in 
mathematics at Stanford University who" ->

• GPT-3: "became known for his advocacy of the use of psychedelic drugs for self-
exploration and healing"

• GPT-3: "became a homeless advocate"

• Wikipedia: "murdered his former faculty advisor"

• "The following is a Python function that, when given the list [1, 3, 2], returns [1, 2, 3]:"

• GPT-3: "def sort_list(lst):
lst.sort()
return lst"



Large language models can generate code
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• GPT-3 was able to implement simple Python functions from docstrings without having 
been explicitly trained for that

• Code is massively available as training data from open source projects (e.g., over 120M 
public repositories on Github)

• Idea in OpenAI Codex: train large language model on majority code data

• Codex (v1): Same architecture as GPT-3, but with 12B parameters (vs 175B)

[Chen et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


Evaluating language models for code generation
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• Synthesis challenge: given a Python docstring, generate the function implementation

• How to ensure problems were not
seen during training?

• Authors introduced HumanEval,
a manually created dataset of 164 
problems

• Each problem has a set of hidden tests;
a program is correct if it passes all hidden tests

• pass@k: probability that, out of k samples, at least one is correct

[Chen et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


Evaluating language models for code generation
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• GPT-3 fails on all problems

• Codex alone has non-trivial 
performance

• Fine-tuning on problems with this 
format of function synthesis 
(Codex-S) improves performance

• Sampling 100 programs, reranking 
and choosing best improves 
further

[Chen et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


Evaluating language models for code generation
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


Evaluating language models for code generation
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


Sampling vs Temperature
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• Sampling more programs increases the
chance of getting one right

• Trade-off between temperature and 
P(correct):

• Low temperature:
high likelihood (higher P(correct))
less diversity

• Higher temperature: 
lower likelihoods
more diversity

[Chen et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


Ranking
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• For end-users, you don't want to present 100 choices

• Alternative #1: only sample small number of programs

• Alternative #2: sample large number of programs,
but re-rank and only show top k for small k

• Oracle: run on all hidden tests and return the program
that passes all, if any

• Alternatives: use model's log-probabilities to re-rank

[Chen et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


From code to natural language
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• The last tests sampled from P(code | docstring). What if we sample P(docstring | 
code)?

• Less frequent in training data since docstring comes before

• Can synthetically create a dataset by inverting this order and fine-tune Codex to obtain 
Codex-D

• Pass@K estimated by human evaluation

• Lower performance than in the other direction!
Fine-tuning with teacher forcing did not help

[Chen et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


AlphaCode
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• In 2022, DeepMind published AlphaCode, 
a system combining & expanding these ideas 
to solve competitive programming problems

• Most technical design choices in AlphaCode
targeted faster sampling:

• Unlike Codex, AlphaCode used an 
encoder-decoder Transformer 
(faster to encode the problem)

• Unlike a regular Transformer,
they used multi-query attention
instead of full multi-head attention blocks
(several query heads but single key/value)

[Li et al, 2022]

https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abq1158


AlphaCode: Pipeline
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• Pre-training: standard cross-entropy loss training on 715GB of Github code;
encoder had additional MLM loss

• Fine-tuning: human solutions to 13k 
competitive programming problems:

• RL fine-tuning (GOLD); only need 
to learn how to produce one 
correct solution, instead
of necessarily making all training 
solutions likely

• Value-conditioning: use incorrect 
submissions to augment training,
but prepend a comment saying whether 
solution was accepted or not

[Li et al, 2022]

https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abq1158


AlphaCode: Pipeline
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• Sampling:

• Up to 100k samples per problem (!)

• Want to do up to 10 submissions
per problem; only assume access to
a small number of public tests

• Filtering: discard samples that fail
public tests

• Clustering: trained a separate model
to generate inputs; clustered generations 
by behavior on those inputs; submitted 
one exemplar from 10 largest clusters

[Li et al, 2022]

https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abq1158


AlphaCode: Results
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• Log-linear scaling with sample budget
(10x samples approx. +6% solve rate)

• Log-linear scaling with compute

• Non-trivial performance on several
Division 2 Codeforces contests (below)

• "approximately corresponds to a 
novice programmer with a few 
months to a year of training"

[Li et al, 2022]

https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abq1158


AlphaCode: Results & Takeaways
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• Sampling more is the largest 
contributor! Most of their methods 
don't improve things with at 1k 
samples

• Shows potential of simple 
Transformer-based synthesizers taken 
to scale

• But scale alone won't get this to 
competing in division 1 at current 
log-linear rates...

[Li et al, 2022]

https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abq1158


Back to Codex: A note on compositionality
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• If a human can trivially solve problem X (e.g., reverse a string), and also problem Y (e.g., 
compute string length), the problem "do X then Y" is still trivial

• This is not necessarily the case for LMs

• Codex paper reported an experiment with
synthetic tasks made by chaining simple
components like example above

• Result: performance decays exponentially
as components increase, even if 
individually they're still trivial

[Chen et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.03374


Code language models: takeaways
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• Transformer models trained on large amounts of code have non-trivial performance in 
generating programs in real-world programming languages

• These results were unimaginable just a few years ago

• Sampling, testing and filtering can get quite far

• Although it gets expensive fast: "Training and evaluating our largest 41B model on Codeforces required a total of 2149 

petaflop/s-days and 175 megawatt-hours [~16 times the average American household’s yearly energy consumption (29)]."

• Still, many of these experiments assume a setting that fundamentally differs from real-
world programming

• Well-defined, self-contained, short problems; extensive existing correctness & 
performance tests; only need standard libraries; …

• But code LMs can already be quite helpful tools if you can guide them!

https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abq1158


Bonus: pragmatic reasoning
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• Codex does some simple pragmatic reasoning!

• What function takes [1, 3, 2] and returns [1, 2, 3]?

• Probably sorting?

• What function takes [1, 2, 3] and returns [1, 2, 3]?

• Probably identity?

• Could also be sorting! But if you wanted to make an example for sorting you'd likely 
give a different example



Bonus: editing code in dialogue-style
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[Austin et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.07732.pdf


Today: Code Generation
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Programs as tools
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• Humans are effective in large part for our ability to create and use complex tools

• What is 123 * 456? You'll use a calculator

• What time is it? You'll use a clock

• What are the 5 largest airports in the world? You'll do a Web search

• How many shoe boxes would fit in an average car trunk? You'll possibly do several 
searches to get data and use a calculator, and perhaps a volume conversion table

• A language model might have the strategy of how to solve these problems, but with 
standard decoding it can use no external tools

• This is quite limiting! E.g. Minerva, an LLM trained on
mostly math, still performs frequent calculation errors
when solving math problems.

[Lewkowycz et al., 2022]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.14858


Example: Calculator
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• Key idea:
• Watch for special input token 

during decoding
• When model generates that 

token, call external tool (e.g., 
calculator)

• Paste the result in decoding 
sequence and keep decoding

• Model will now generate 
conditioned on the tool's result!

[Kobbe et al, 2021]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.14168


Example: Python programs to solve reasoning problems

43 [Gao et al, 2022]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.10435


Example: Toolformer
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• First example (calculator) trained the model to use the calculator by having annotations 
in the training dataset

• Second (PAL) used few-shot prompting

• Toolformer introduced a self-supervised 
approach to teach models to use new tools:

• Start with a few examples of each tool and
larger dataset for the task without tool use

• Use in-context learning to insert candidate
API calls in training examples

• Call APIs, evaluate whether the result decreases
perplexity of the rest of the solution

• Fine-tune model on cases where it does

• Result: model can now often use APIs
[Schick et al, 2023]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.04761


Today: Code Generation
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Limitations and Discussion
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• How much of a programmer's job can current language models automate?

• Relatively very little! Most time in actual 
software engineering is not spent writing code

• Chart shows just time spent with IDE open.
A lot more happens outside that time
(talking, prioritizing, meetings)

• A ton of time deciding & discussing what to build
rather than actually building it

• Even when coding, much of it is editing rather than
writing new code

[Minelli et al, 2015]

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/7181430/


Limitations and Discussion
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• Debugging is very incremental and interactive:

• Write & run your code

• See outputs / compiler errors

• Maybe add a breakpoint / print statement

• Edit, repeat

• Re-sampling in Codex / AlphaCode ignores outputs/errors

• As programs grows, probability that a full sample will solve it completely decays 
exponentially

• Active research in learning to find and fix errors with LMs! (e.g. [Yasunaga & Liang, 
2021])

• Still different setting from open-ended debugging that humans do

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v139/yasunaga21a.html
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v139/yasunaga21a.html


Limitations and Discussion
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• Lots of public code to pre-train, but does not cover everything:

• New or internal libraries

• New programming languages

• New language features

• Language models fail many tests of code understanding

• Example: code execution. Given code and inputs, what does it output?

• [Austin et al, 2021] found that even fine-tuned models struggle

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.07732.pdf


Limitations and Discussion
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• Public code repositories have lots of code with bugs

• Generated code often has functional or security bugs. Still need to understand it!

• [Perry & Srivastava et al, 2022] ran a user study where participants solved 
programming tasks with and without Codex

• "Overall, we find that participants who had access to an AI assistant based on 
OpenAI’s codex-davinci-002 model wrote significantly less secure code than those 
without access"

• "Additionally, participants with access to an AI assistant were more likely to believe 
they wrote secure code than those without access to the AI assistant."

• General psychological phenomenon known as Automation Bias

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.03622.pdf


Concluding remarks
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• Many of these capabilities were completely out of reach until very recently

• Fascinating intersection between natural and programming languages:

• Natural language is ambiguous, flexible, contextual

• Programming languages are unambiguous, rigid, precise

• Humans can bridge these two, and LMs now start to do as well

• Programs are a general representation for reasoning: formal mathematics (theorem-
proving languages), legal contracts, tool use, …

• Extremely active areas of research!


